TERMS OF SERVICE OF THE VIVE KIELCE POINTS
AND NETWORKING PROGRAM #JoinBertus
1.

These Terms of Service apply to participation in the points and networking program (hereinafter referred to as the „program”)
assigned to the sponsorship offer of KS VIVE Handball Kielce Spółka Akcyjna with its registered office in Kielce 25-093, ul. Leszka
Drogosza 2 (hereinafter referred to as “KS VIVE Handball Kielce”).

2.

Points are due to each entity (hereinafter also referred to as „program participant”) who signs a sponsorship contract with KS VIVE
Handball Kielce as part of one of four packages to choose from - JoinBertus Sport & Business, Premium Partner, Business Partner
and Champion Partner.

3.

Depending on the selected package, a certain number of points are awarded:
JoinBertus Sport & Business Partner - 600 points, Premium Partner - 1200 points, Business Partner - 3000 points, Champion Partner
- 6000 points - subject to the next sentence. Where, during the term of the contract, a program participant decides to use a package
guaranteeing a higher number of points, the parties will determine new entitlement of the participant by a separate
agreement/contract/annex, including the number of points to be used under the new higher package, taking into account the
number of points already used by the program participant under the current contract on a proportional basis.

4.

A sponsorship contract within one of the four packages is signed for a period of at least 12 months. During the term of the contract,
the program participant may redeem the points received for specific prizes.

5.

The redemption of points in the program is possible after sending information indicating which prizes a program participant wants
to receive in exchange for their points - the program participant should send the information by e-mail to
k.konofal@kielcehandball.pl

6.

Points are exchanged for prizes within two weeks from the date of submission.

7.

The prizes in the points system include:

-

club gadgets (match jersey - 160 points, replica jersey - 80 points, club scarf - 30 points, ball - 100 points), - tickets for Łomża Vive
Kielce games - in PGNiG SuperLiga from 10 points per ticket for 1 game in Kielce, in the Champions League from 50 points per ticket
for 1 game in Kielce, 1 VIP ticket for a Łomża Vive Kielce game in PGNiG SuperLiga from 60 points, 1 VIP ticket for a Łomża Vive
Kielce game in the Champions League from 150 points (tickets should be ordered at least 14 days before the planned event, if
available, while stock lasts)

-

additional advertising during games played in Hala Legionów (12 seconds on LED banners during a PGNiG SuperLiga game - 120
points, game leaflets and a stand in the hall of Hala Legionów during a PGNiG SuperLiga game - 150 points, game leaflets distributed
at the entrance during a single game within the contract period and a stand in the hall during a Champions League game - 450
points); advertising leaflets shall be delivered to the Club by the Client,

-

one visit of up to five players within the contract period in the office of the program participant,
a meeting with employees on a date previously agreed with KS VIVE Handball Kielce - 1200 points,

-

preferential conditions, specified by KS VIVE Handball Kielce S.A., of a trip to a Champions League game, a conference, an integration
meeting organized by KS VIVE Handball Kielce; the number of points for this prize and other terms of participation will be determined
by KS VIVE Handball Kielce individually before each event.

8.

The number of points assigned to each program participant is recorded by KS VIVE Handball Kielce.

9.

Points can be redeemed for prizes at any time during the term of the contract, either at once or in several tranches, subject to the
time of submission referred to in item 6.

10. Each time the Program Participant receives a prize, they shall be obligated to pay a one-off fee to the Organizer in the amount of
PLN 1 net + VAT at the applicable rate based on a VAT invoice issued by the Organizer.
11. The Program Participant may pay the amount referred to in item 10 at the Organizer's checkout upon receipt of the prize or by
means of a money transfer to the bank account indicated in the VAT invoice within the time limit indicated in the VAT invoice.

12. Points received by a program participant under a given package remain valid for the duration of the Sponsorship Contract, the
conclusion of which resulted in the acquisition of these points and remain valid until the end of the Contract. Upon termination of
the Contract, unused points expire. During the term of the Contract, it is required to submit information concerning the redemption
of points for a specific prize, as referred to in item 5 of these Terms of Service, and the prize must be issued before termination of
the Contract. In the event of termination of the contract during the process of points redemption, the order for the prize becomes
invalid.
13. Marketing materials provided by the Club within the framework of individual programs will be prepared and made available - if so
stated in these Terms of Service or the sponsorship contract - also to the program participant within a period not exceeding 14 days
from the date of signing the contract; this applies to the following materials:
-

placing the program participant’s logo on the sponsors’ wall in Hala Legionów,

-

providing a partnership certificate to the program participant,

-

presenting the program participant’s name on www.kielcehandball.pl and in the club’s social media,

-

sending the Partnership logo to the address indicated by the program participant.

14. The program participant will receive from KS VIVE Handball Kielce 2 invitations to networking meetings within 14 days before the
event.

15. Integration trips, as well as trips to games or trainings will be organized by the Club only if a sufficient number of people apply. The
trips may involve additional costs.

16. Priority in the purchase of tickets to Łomża Vive Kielce games applies only until the pool of tickets for the points program is
exhausted. Tickets can be ordered 14 days before the game.
17. Tickets are sold on the first come first service basis.
18. The number of tickets allocated to the points program is limited. Tickets shall be distributed only until stocks are exhausted.
19. Discounts for additional marketing services included in JoinBertus Sport & Business, Premium, Business and Champion packages
apply only to services offered by the Club during the term of the contract, and only during games played in Hala Legionów.
20. A program participant may apply to the Club for the consent to use the image of the Club’s player(s) in order to promote their
activities; the terms for using this right will be determined separately by the Club after receiving the program participant’s request.
Players’ images can be recorded after prior written consent of the Club.
21. The Program Participant may take advantage of special offers prepared by the Program Partners, but acknowledges that KS VIVE
Handball Kielce is not a party to the agreement they will conclude with the Partner and that KS VIVE Handball Kielce is not responsible
for the actions and possible omissions of the Partner, nor the terms of the offer and its subsequent changes.
22. In case of termination of the sponsorship contract, unused points expire.

